In depth map generation algorithms, parameters settings to yield an accurate disparity map estimation are usually chosen empirically or based on unplanned experiments. Algorithms' performance is measured based on the distance of the algorithm results vs. the Ground Truth by Middlebury's standards. This work shows a systematic statistical approach including exploratory data analyses on over 14000 images and designs of experiments using 31 depth maps to measure the relative influence of the parameters and to fine-tune them based on the number of bad pixels. The implemented methodology improves the performance of adaptive weight based dense depth map algorithms. As a result, the algorithm improves from 16.78 to 14.48 % bad pixels using a classical exploratory data analysis of over 14000 existing images, while using designs of computer experiments
Introduction
Depth map calculation deals with estimation of multiple object depths on a scene. It is useful for applications like vehicle navigation, automatic surveillance, aerial cartography, passive 3D scanning, industrial inspection, or 3D videoconferencing [1] . These maps are constructed by generating, at each pixel, an estimation of the distance from the camera to the object surface.
Disparity is commonly used to describe inverse depth in computer vision, and to measure the perceived spatial shift of a feature observed from close camera viewpoints. Stereo correspondence techniques often calculate a disparity function d(x, y) relating target and reference images, so that the (x, y) coordinates of the disparity space match the pixel coordinates of the reference image. Stereo methods commonly use a pair of images taken with a known camera geometry to generate a dense disparity map with estimates at each pixel. This dense output is useful for applications requiring depth values even in difficult regions like occlusions and textureless areas. The ambiguity of matching pixels in these zones requires complex and expensive global image processing or statistical correlations using color and proximity measures in local support windows. The steps generally taken to compute the depth maps may include: (i) matching cost computation, (ii) cost or support aggregation, (iii) disparity computation or optimization, and (iv) disparity refinement.
In this article, Sect. 2 reviews the state-of-the-art. Section 3 describes our algorithm (filters, statistical analyses and experimental set-up). Section 4 discusses the results. Section 5 concludes the article.
Literature Review
Depth-map generation algorithms and filters use several user-specified parameters to generate a depth map from an image pair. The settings of these algorithms are heavily influenced by the evaluated data sets [3] . Published works usually report the settings used for their specific case studies without describing the procedure followed to fine-tune them [1, 4, 5] , and some explicitly state the empirical nature of these values [6] . The variation of the output as a function of several settings on selected parameters is briefly discussed while not taking into account the effect of modifying them all simultaneously [3, 4, 7] . Reference [2] compares multiple stereo methods whose parameters are based on experiments. Only some parameters are tuned, without explaining the choices made. In the present article, we improve upon this work. In [8, 9] , Depth Maps are generated from single images instead of image pairs.
Literature Review Conclusions
Used approaches in determining the settings of depth map algorithm parameters show all or some of the following shortcomings: (i) undocumented procedures for parameter setting, (ii) lack of planning when testing for the best settings, and (iii) failure to consider interactions of changing all parameters simultaneously.
As a response to these disadvantages, this article presents a methodology to fine-tune user-specified parameters on a depth map algorithm using a set of images from the adaptive weight implementation in [1] . Multiple settings are used and evaluated on all parameters to measure the contribution of each parameter to the output variance. A quantitative evaluation uses main effects plots and variance on multi-variate linear regression models to select the best combination of settings. Performance improves by setting new estimated values of user-specified parameters, allowing the algorithm to give much more accurate results on a rectified image pair.
Since it is not always feasible to have a large set of images available, a fractional factorial design of computer experiment (DOCE) with only eight runs is used to find out which parameters have a major influence on the images tested. To optimize the parameters and to have the lowest percentage of bad pixels a central composite DOCE with 23 runs is used with the most influential parameters found in the fractional factorial design. To the best of our knowledge the systematic and efficient application of DOCE in the field of depth maps generation has not been done yet.
Methodology

Image Processing
In adaptive weight algorithms [1, 4] , a window is moved over each pixel on every image row, calculating a measurement based on the geometric proximity and color similarity of each pixel in the moving window to the pixel on its center. Pixels are matched on each row based on their support measurement with larger weights coming from similar pixel colors and closer pixels. The horizontal shift, or disparity, is recorded as the depth value, with higher values reflecting greater shifts and closer proximity to the camera. 
The matching cost between pixels shown in Eq. (3) is measured by aggregating raw matching costs, using the support weights defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), in support windows based on both the reference and target images.
are the target image pixels at disparity d corresponding to pixels p and q in the reference image, I c is the intensity on channels red (r), green (g), and blue (b), and N p is the window centered at p and containing all q pixels. The size of this movable window N is a derived parameter of (aw_win). Increasing the window size reduces the chance of bad matches at the expense of missing relevant scene features.
Post-Processing Filters
Algorithms based on correlations depend heavily on finding similar textures at corresponding points in both reference and target images. Bad matches happen more frequently in textureless regions, occluded zones, and areas with high variation in disparity, such as discontinuities. The winnertakes-it-all approach enforces uniqueness of matches only for the reference image so that points on the target image are matched more than once, creating the need to check the disparity estimates and to fill any gaps with information from neighboring pixels using post-processing filters like the ones discussed next (Table 1) . Median Filter (m) is widely used in digital image processing to smooth signals and to remove incorrect matches and holes by assigning neighboring disparities at the expense of edge preservation. The median filter provides a mechanism for reducing image noise, while preserving edges more effectively than a linear smoothing filter. It sorts the intensities of all q pixels on a window of size M and selects the median value as the new intensity of the p central pixel. The size M of the window is another of the userspecified parameters. Cross-check Filter (cc) performs twice the correlation by reversing the roles of the two images (reference and target) and considering valid only those matches having similar depth measures at corresponding points in both steps. The validity test is prone to fail in occluded areas where disparity estimates will be rejected. The allowed difference in disparities between reference and target images is one more adjustable parameter. Bilateral Filter (cb) is a non-iterative method of smoothing images while retaining edge detail. The intensity value at each pixel in an image is replaced by a weighted average of intensity values from nearby pixels. The weighting for each pixel q is determined by the spatial distance from the center pixel p, as well as its relative difference in intensity, defined by Eq. (4) .
O p is the output image, I the input image, W the weighting window, f s the spatial weighting function, and g i the intensity weighting function. The size of the window W is yet another parameter specified by the user. Our depth maps are calculated with an implementation developed for real time videoconferencing [1] . We use wellknown rectified image sets: Cones from [2] , Teddy and Venus from [10] , and Tsukuba head and lamp from the University of Tsukuba. Our dataset consists of 14688 depth maps, 3672 for each data set, like the ones shown in Fig. 1 . Many recent stereo correspondence performance studies use the Middlebury Stereomatcher for their quantitative comparisons [3, 7, 11] . The evaluator code, sample scripts, and image data sets are available from the Middlebury stereo vision site, providing a flexible and standard platform for easy evaluation.
The online Middlebury Stereo Evaluation Table gives a visual indication of how well the methods perform with the proportion of bad pixels metric (bad_pixels) defined as the average of the proportion of bad pixels in the whole image (bad_pixels_all), the proportion of bad pixels in non-occluded regions (bad_pixels_nonocc), and the proportion of bad pixels in areas near depth discontinuities (bad_pixels_discont) in all data sets. A bad pixel represents a pixel where the estimated disparity is wrong with respect to a ground thruth disparity value.
Statistical Analyses
The user-specified input parameters and output accuracy data are statistically analyzed to correlate them (see Table 1 ). Box plots give insights on the influence of settings on a given response variable. Equation (5) Table 1 .
Having a large data set (in this case 14688 images) to perform statistical analyses is not always feasible. DOCE is applied here to obtain an equivalently good model for the depth map, by having a much smaller number of runs. A 2 6−3 fractional factorial DOCE with just eight runs allows to establish which ones of the parameters aw_win, aw_colo, m_win, cc_disp, cb_win, and cb_col are the most influential on the bad_pixels output by using a Daniel plot [13] . The parameters whose distribution cannot be considered as normal standard are statistically relevant in the fractional DOCE. Therefore, they are used to optimize the depth map generation algorithm.
A surface response central composite DOCE with 23 runs was performed afterward with aw_win, aw_colo, m_win, and cb_win as studied factors while keeping constant the remaining parameters (i.e., cc_disp = 2 y cb_col = 13) to yield a mathematical model of the form:
where, as in Eq. (5),ŷ is the predicted variable, x i are the parameters, and β 0 , β i , β ii and β ij are constants adjusted by minimum least squares regression. Data from DOCE was analysed with the software for statistical computing R with Bayes Screening and Model Discrimination -BsMD-and Response Surface Method -rsm-add-on packages [14] .
Results and Discussion
Selection of Input Variables for Mathematical Model
Response variables for depth map generation algorithms are shown with their meaning in Table 1 . Pearson multiple correlation coefficients for the response variables shown in Table 2 evidences that bad_pixels_all is strongly correlated to the remaining response variables. This means that all response variables follow a similar trend as bad_pixels_all and that modeling bad_pixels_ all is sufficient to reach statistically sound results for depth map generation algorithms optimization.
On the other hand, low Pearson coefficients for the input variables indicate that those variables are independent, that there is no co-linearity among them and that each independent variable must be included in the exploratory analysis. 
Exploratory Data Analysis
Box plots analyses of bad_pixels presented in Fig. 2 shows lower output values from using filters, relaxed crosscheck disparity delta values, large adaptive weight window sizes, and large adaptive weight color factor values. The median window size, bilateral window size, and bilateral window color values do not show a significant influence on the output at the studied levels.
The influence of the parameters is also shown by the value of the slopes of the main effects plots in Fig. 3 and confirms the behavior found with the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the multi-variate linear regression model. The optimal settings from this analysis (i.e., aw_win = 9, aw_col = 22, m_win = 5, cc_disp = 1, cb_win = 3 and cb_col = 4) to minimize bad_pixels yields a result of 14.48 %.
Multi-variate Linear Regression Model
The analysis of variance on a multi-variate linear regression (MVLR) over all data sets using the most parsimonious model quantifies the parameters with the most influence as shown in Table 3 . The most significant input variable is cc_disp, since it accounts for a [33-50 %] of the variance in every case.
Interactions and higher order terms are included on the multi-variate linear regression models to improve the goodness of fit. Reducing the number of input images per dataset from 3456 to 1526 by excluding the worst performing cases (cc_disp = 0, aw_col = 4 and aw_col = 7), using a cubic model with interactions yields a very good multiple correlation coefficient of R 2 = 99.05 %. However, for the model selected the residuals distribution is not normal even after transforming the response variable and removing large residuals values. Another constraint for the statistical analyses is that any outliers from the data set can not be excluded. Nonetheless, improved algorithm performance settings are found using the model to obtain lower bad_pixels values comparable to the ones obtained through the exploratory data analysis (14.66 % vs. 14.48 %). In summary, the most noticeable influence on the output variable comes from having a relaxed cross-check filter, accounting for nearly half the response variance in all the study data sets. Window size is the next most influential factor, followed by color factor, and finally window size on the bilateral filter. Increasing the window size on the main algorithm yields better overall results at the expense of longer running times and some foreground loss of sharpness, while the support weights on each pixel have the chance of becoming more distinct and potentially reduce disparity mismatches. Increasing the color factor on the main algorithm allows better results by reducing the color differences, and slightly compensating minor variations in intensity from different viewpoints. A small median smoothing filter window size is faster than a larger one, while still having a similar accuracy. Low settings on both the window size and the color factor on the bilateral filter seem to work best for a good trade-off between performance and accuracy.
The optimal settings in the original data set are presented in Table 4 along with the proposed settings. Low settings comprise the depth maps with all their parameter settings at each of their minimum tested values yielding 67.62 % bad_pixels. High settings relates to depth maps with all their parameter settings at each of their maximum tested values yielding 19.84 % bad_pixels. Best initial are the most accurate depth maps from the study data set yielding 16.78 % bad_pixels. Exploratory analysis corresponds to the settings determined using the exploratory data analysis based on box plots and main effects plots yielding 14.48 % bad_pixels. MVLR optimization is the optimization of the classical data analysis based on multi-variate linear regression model, nested models, and ANOVA yielding 14.66 % bad_pixels. The exploratory analysis estimation and the MVLR optimization tend to converge at similar lower bad_pixels values using the same image data set. The best initial and improved depth map outputs are shown in Fig. 1 . The best runs for fractional factorial and central composite DOCEs lower the value of the bad_pixels variable to 14.72 % and 13.05 %, respectively. Notice that to achieve these results only 31 depth maps are needed (DOCE) as opposed to analyzing over 14000 depth maps (Exploratory Analysis).
Depth-Map Optimization by Design of Computer
Experiments (DOCE) 2 6−3 Fractional Factorial Design of Experiment The goal of this type of design of experiment is to screen the statistically most significant parameters. Details on how to set up the runs are discussed in [12] . The design matrix describing all experimental runs can be set so that the high and low levels for each parameter are chosen by assigning them the maximum and minimum values allowed by the algorithm respectively. This was done for all of the parameters but for m_win (i.e., it was set at the levels 3 and 5), to avoid bias from the results and conclusions obtained from the exploratory and multivariate regression analysis. 
Central Composite Design of Experiment
To further optimize the depth maps generation algorithm a central composite design of experiment is used. As with the fractional factorial design of experiment, the best run with 13.05 % bad pixels is obtained amongst the 23 treatments which surpasses the results obtained thus far. The outputs from R using the rsm package at the levels tested for each parameter are shown in Table 5 .
As it can be seen the second order model depicted before in Eq. (6) fits very well the data as indicated by the multiple correlation coefficient 0.9695. The most significant variables include aw_win, aw_col, m_win, cb_win, aw_win 2 , aw_col 2 , and m_win 2 . Nonetheless, the complete model with all coefficients is used to draw the contour plots shown later. The rsm package also allows to detect stationary points. In this case the stationary point detected is a saddle point because one of the eigen-values is negative while the remaining ones are positive Graphically the iso-lines for bad_pixels_all are seen in slices by looking at two parameters simultaneously for the analysis while keeping the remaining ones constant as shown in Fig. 5 . The graphs allow to see that the stationary point does indicate a local minimum when analyzing for aw_win and aw_col. With m_win though, the graph indicates that a saddle is detected and that it is better to use values not in the 1.5 < m_win < 3.5 interval (which is physically imposible). For cb_win the stationary point apparently corresponds to a minimum. The settings for the stationary point closer to what rsm's package detects are aw_size = 7, aw_col = 14, m_size = 3, cc_disp = 2, cb_size = 21 and cb_col = 13 and this yields 26 % bad_pixels_all leading to conclude that the best treatment for the rsm yielding 13.05 % of bad_pixels_all is the local minimum optimum at the settings shown on Table 4 .
Conclusions and Future Work
Previously published material in [15] showed how Exploratory Analysis, applied on over 14000 images, allowed the sub-optimal tuning of the parameters for Disparity Estimation algorithms, lowering the percentage of bad pixels from 16.78 % (manual tuning) to 14.48 %. The present work shows how to use DOCE to optimize the tuning, by running a dramatically smaller sample (31 experiments). The result of applying DOCE allowed to reach 13.05 % of bad pixels, without the need of Exploratory Analysis. Using DOCE reduces the number of depth maps needed to carry out the study when a large image database is not available. The DOCE methodology itself is independent of the particular algorithms used to generate the disparity maps and it can be used whenever a systematic tunning of process parameters is required. An improvement from 16.78 % (manual tuning) to 13.05 % in the bad_pixels_all variable might seem negligible at first glance. However, such figures imply a jump of the optimized algorithm of almost 10 positions in the Middlebury Stereo Evaluation ranking. It must be noticed that many algorithms competing in such a rank could benefit from the systematic tunning presented here.
A Surface Reconstruction application with DOCE uses the optimal tuning of disparity maps between two stereoscopic images scanning a scene. The disparity between the images, in turn, allows the triangulation of the 3D points on the surface of objects in the scene. This point cloud is an input to surface reconstruction algorithms. This process is discussed in detail in [1] . DOCE applications in other domains are indeed possible.
